
Prescott School District

Defining a Clear 
and Compelling 

Purpose 
Professional learning community (PLC)   An ongoing process in which 
educators work collaboratively in recurring cycles of collective inquiry and action 
research to achieve better results for the students they serve. Professional learning 
communities operate under the assumption that the key to improved learning for 
students is continuous job-embedded learning for educators.  

Shared Knowledge and Shared Understanding
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How Prescott School District started:

● The application process in 2017. 
○ Why did we we choose to apply K-12?

■ Prescott School District is the first district in the state to 
participate in the PLC project sponsored by the state. 

■ We all agreed we needed change.
● We needed to have everyone moving and working in the same 

direction and toward the same goal interdependently.
● We needed a focus.
● We chose PLCs because it is a process, not a program.

Preparing for the Process of PLCs

Build capacity by creating a Guiding Coalition

● Teacher leaders
● District leaders
● Campus leaders

Develop the time and structures to support PLCs.  



Building or Changing the School Culture
Where we were:

○ No transparency districtwide
○ Lots of assumptions
○ Teaching in isolation
○ Blame game

As a district, we developed our Mission statement, our Vision, and our Values

○ All staff had input in developing these
○ We met about these as teams
○ Guiding coalitions revised
○ Gathered a consensus from staff once all input was considered and changed

Prescott School District’s fundamental purpose is 
to ensure high levels of learning for ALL students. 

MISSION VISION

In pursuit of our mission, we will build, nurture, and strengthen collaborative teams 
with an unwavering focus on learning for all. We will assess our effectiveness 
based on results rather than intentions. Prescott schools and teams timely, 
relevant evidence and information and use it to promote continuous improvement. 
As a Professional Learning Community, our work will be driven by the four 
questions:

1. What do we want all students to know and be able to do?
2. How will we know that each student has learned it?
3. What will we do if they don’t learn it?
4. What will we do if they have learned it?



Values of Our Wolf Pack:
We are better together!  Success for all takes us all!

Optimism and personal engagement will provide us and our students with a growth mindset. 

Learning is at the core of all we do, every decision we make.  We exist to ensure every Prescott graduate 
possesses the essential skills, behaviors and mindset necessary to lead a healthy, positive and productive life. 

Focus on our common goals produces clarity, motivation, and accountability.

Parents, families and community members are key to the success of all Prescott students.  In order to fulfill our 
mission and attain our vision, we must engage, enlist, and empower all stakeholders.

All Prescott students are capable of learning at high levels, no exceptions. 

Collaborative teams believe in our students and in ourselves - we have the capacity and shared responsibility 
to ensure all students learn at high levels.  Prescott Teams are focused on solutions: We don’t vent - we 
invent!

Kindness, respect, fairness, and trustworthiness are essential qualities of successful learners and effective 
schools. 

Promises of The Pack: Collective Commitments of Our 
Professional Learning Community

● All teams will have operating norms (promises and commitments) to preserve and protect their 
collaborative team time. These norms will define the agreed upon behaviors that will ensure for 
healthy, effective, results-oriented collaboration and will include protocols for focus and mutual 
accountability.

● Teams will collectively identify essential standards (including proficiency/level of rigor and 
prerequisites).

● Teams will develop/apply common formative assessments aligned with essential learning targets. 
● Teams will seek to provide dedicated “no-new teaching” time to allow for targeted and timely 

intervention and acceleration.
● Schools will have Leadership Teams that serve as the “guiding coalition” for developing and 

monitoring and school wide goals for student and adult learning.
● Schools will have a comprehensive intervention team to develop school wide and individual student 

intervention plans that address causes, not symptoms. Teams will meet weekly and student plans 
will be targeted, time specific, measured and include clarity of roles and desired outcomes. 



Clarity has been defined - Now what?
● Administration

○ The principal sets the culture of the school
○ The principal must be an active participant in the process
○ We are all active learners, “Learning By Doing”

● Guiding Coalition
○ The guiding coalition are the culture keepers
○ They help ensure the processes are being implemented and followed
○ They are our teacher leaders

● Teacher Teams
○ Teachers are responsible for making sure students are learning what is being 

taught
○ Focus on Essential Standards, Utilize CFAs, Analyze Data
○ Focus on results, Monitor and adjust, Reteach if needed
○ Keep the process going

○
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Who is involved in PLCs?

● Administration
● Teachers
● Support Staff
● EVERYONE



Where is your school?

● What is your school’s current reality?
● ONE STEP AT A TIME

Learning by Doing - Continuums 

(Examples: Communicating Effectively, Laying the Foundation, Building a Collaborative Culture 
Through High-Performing Teams)

How Far Have We Come…What has changed?
● Our focus

○ Focus on learning, not teaching
○ Focus on results, not intentions

● Our beliefs
○ All students are capable of learning at high levels
○ Data must drive instruction

● Our schedule
○ The 2nd year we began early release on Wednesdays

■ How did we present it to our school board?
■ How did we present it to our patrons?

○ This provided needed time for grade levels, content teams, and 
singletons to meet and it provided a common planning time 
district wide

● Our professional development
○ Our needs drive our PD
○ PD is customized to fit each team and teacher’s needs

How far do we need to go?

IT IS ONGOING! 
We are NEVER finished. 

● Provide ongoing support for new teachers and 
those question #3 teachers

● Revisit the mission, vision, value and 
commitments frequently

● Breaks in the process led to breaks in our focus 
(COVID allowed us to see the importance of 
focusing on mastery of essential standards, but 
we also allowed it to shift our focus on learning to 
managing.)

https://wvde.state.wv.us/ctn/Informational%20Documents/One%20Step%20at%20a%20Time.pdf


Mutual accountability for ALL in the process?

Guiding Coalition - Agenda
How does this look different from a school 

implementation to a district implementation?

Teacher Teams - Collaborating on the right work 
Evidence of effectiveness 
Intervention 
Extension
Who monitors?

We are driven by 4 
questions -

1. What do we want adults or 
students to know?

2. How do we know if they know it?
3. What do we do if they don’t?
4. What do we do if they do?

 

Critical Conversations

-By the student, by the 
standard
-By Name, By Need
-By Kid, By Cause



Our sustainability 
Goal:

To create a systematic process that ensures every child receives the 
additional time and support to learn at high levels! 

Utilize the state support to onboard new teachers and support 
identified goals and where we are struggling or growing the process. 


